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economic problems. It was felt, evidently, that however critical
the international situation was, attention should be concentrated
on Poland's internal affairs, especially now that politics, as such,
had been banished under the New Constitution. In his message
to the Seym at its opening Moscicki had noted the tremendous
change brought about in the possibilities of Parliamentary methods
and actions from the absence of factious opposition by warring
parties and groups, and the clear field left for serious work for
the State. In a statement to the Press Slawek underlined the same
ideas, and emphasized the "better manners" that would now
characterize discussions in the Parliament, in comparison with
those that had obtained in the past. The Seym and the Senate
went on with organizing themselves, a business much facilitated
by there being no Opposition in either House.
EUROPEAN CRISIS INTENSIFIED
Standing in the full flood of events on the Continent, Poland,
however, could not be indifferent to or unaffected by them. In
spite of the League, Italy invaded Abyssinia on October 3, the
Ethiopian Emperor called the attention of the League to the viola-
tion of his territory, and the Council met at Geneva on October
5 to consider the position; it condemned Italy two days afterwards*
The Assembly met on October 9 to receive the Council's report,
and on that day Beck was in Geneva. Next day the Assembly,
by a majority of 50 States to two, excluding Italy and Abyssinia,
decided to institute collective measures against Italy, the dissenting
States being Austria and Hungary—Albania dissented later,
Poland was with the majority, but an article in the Gazeta Pciska*
attacking the League's decisions, and suggesting that England was
not so disinterested as she maintained she was, seemed to iadie^le
a certain reserve. The Assembly set up a Co-ordinating Commfelee
on October 10 to plan "sanctions," mi this committee, oaaabiiqg
of all League members except Italy, Austria and Hui^pf,
appointed * a sub-committee of seveoleee, faster increased <Mf
eighteen—ience the expression, the Co-<>itliiiat^ gmw^^
Eighteen—;which included Poland. Smbse(fie*5iif varfewltaNW

